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DECRIPITION
Social media applications (apps) use sensitive/private data in
their nature. Android apps keep on imparting information to
parties and often transmit data unencrypted, leaking data
directly and inadvertently. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can
legally collect and sell this leaked, sensitive user data. End users
depend on protection approaches that have to a great extent
been missing, continue to lack detailed security methods, within
sensitive settings such as social media apps. In general, we come
up short on definite comprehension of the condition of these
protection and security issues inside touch settings, for example,
social media apps. We aim to expose these apps, meticulously
classifying and comparing unencrypted data transmitted with
privacy policy disclosure, leveraging the Platform for Privacy
Preferences (P3P) project.

We foster an investigation system and separated tested
conditions, utilizing open-source tools to empower exact
information assortment through dynamic analysis. We then peer
into privacy policy revisions, promoting/analytics libraries, and
business relationships held by app companies. We report
detailed inconsistencies between app behaviors and privacy
disclosure. Most apps in our dataset transmitted the majority of
their traffic unencrypted and several leaked Personally
Identifiable Information (PII)/sensitive data, while none
detailed security methods or data transmission practices.
Finalizing our study, we conduct brief follow-up experiments on
several apps to note substantial changes in data transmission
practices. We lead brief subsequent trials on a few applications,
but over the last few years some apps have increased encryption
use, thus beginning to combat some data leakage.

With fast-growing technology, Online Social Networks (OSNs)
have exploded in popularity over the past few years. The pivotal
reason behind this phenomenon happens to be the ability of
OSNs to give a stage to clients to associate with their family,
companions, and partners. The information shared in social
network and media spreads very fast, almost instantaneously
which makes it attractive for attackers to gain information.
Secrecy and surety of OSNs need to be inquired from various

positions. There are numerous security and privacy issues related
to the user’s shared information especially when a user uploads
personal content such as photos, videos, and audios. The
attacker can maliciously involve shared information illegitimate
purposes. The risks are even higher if children are targeted. To
resolve these issues, presented an exhaustive audit of various
security and different security and privacy threats existing
solutions that can provide security to social network users. They
have additionally discussed OSN attacks on various OSN web
applications by citing some statistics reports. In addition to this,
we have discussed numerous defensive approaches to OSN
security. Finally, this survey discusses open issues, challenges,
and relevant security guidelines to achieve trustworthiness in
online social networks.

When the internet became popular during the 1990's it made it
conceivable to share information in ways that was never possible
before. But a personal aspect was still lacking the while sharing
information. And then in the early 2000s, social networking
sites introduce a personal help to online information sharing
which was embraced by the masses. Social networking is the act
of extending one's contact with others generally through online
entertainment destinations like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
LinkedIn and a lot more. It tends to be utilized for both
individual and business reasons.

It unites individuals to talk, share thoughts and interests and
make new companions. Fundamentally, it helps individuals from
various topographical locales to team up. Interpersonal
interaction stages have generally been viewed as simple to utilize.
This is the explanation online entertainment destinations are
filling dramatically in fame and numbers. Shows the social
networking of interpersonal organizations and the fields in
which it is assuming a significant part. Shows, long range social
networking can be used for entertainment, building business
potential open doors, making a profession, working on one's
interactive abilities, and producing associations with others.
Facebook and Myspace are among the most favored informal
communication locales since a huge lump of the web-based
populace use online entertainment stage, it has become a
significant medium to promote business, awareness campaign.
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